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18% gratuity added for parties of 8 or more.
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All prices subject to applicable taxes.
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S P E C I A L T Y  C O F F E E

GREEK-STYLE FRAPPE
Frothy iced co�ee, double espresso shots,  milk

TRADITIONAL GREEK COFFEE
greek co�e brewed  with the traditional ibrik 
machine on hot sand (15minutes preparation)

ESPRESSO LECHE Y LECHE
layered espresso with condensed milk at the 
bottom topped with steamed milk

ESPRESSO MERINGUE
layered espresso topped with steam milk and 
crushed meringue cocoa powder

ESPRESSO MAROCCHINO 
single espresso shot mixed in a steamed milk 
and chocolate

ESPRESSO CORRETTO
An Italian espresso shot served with any choice 
of half-once liquor (choose of grappa, baileys, 
ouzo, sambuca

LOUKOUMADES
Rose water syrup, served with baklava ice cream.

BAKLAVA
A layered pastry dessert made of filo pastry, filled 
with chopped nuts and sweetened with honey. 
Served with ice cream

CHEESECAKE BAKLAVA
Home made cheesecake with walnuts and 
pistachios, wrapped in filo pastry and drizzled 
with honey.

EK-MEK
Layers of katife, custard, infused with honey and 
topped with Petros 82 signature cream

CHOCOLATE TORTA
Greek yogurt chocolate tart with pistachio crust 
with chocolate drizzle



Not all ingredients are listed. Please let us know if you have any allergies or food sensitivities.
18% gratuity added for parties of 8 or more. All prices subject to applicable taxes.
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C O F F E E  M E N U

D I G E S T I F

ESPRESSO 
freshly prepared co�ee through finely ground beans that 
is rich & aromatic with a natural layer of ‘crema’ on top

ESPRESSO MACCHIATO
single shot of espresso with a small dollop of foam. 
perfect for those looking to take the edge o� their 
espresso

CORTADO
espresso cut with a small amount of warm milk. perfect 
for those who like a milky, but strong, co�ee

DOUBLE ESPRESSO
freshly prepared co�ee through finely ground beans that 
is rich & aromatic with a natural layer of ‘crema’ on top

DOUBLE ESPRESSO MACCHIATO
double shot of espresso with a small dollop of foam. 
perfect for those looking to take the edge o� their 
espresso

AMERICANO
single shot of espresso for small and double for large with 
hot water

DOUBLE AMERICANO
double shot of espresso for small and double for large 
with hot water

CAPPUCCINO
single shot of espresso for small & double shot of 
espresso for large with a layer of velvety steamed milk & 
a layer of microfoam on top. a delicate balance of light & 
airy foam & deep, delicious espresso

LATTE MACCHIATO
Single shot of espresso for small & Double shot of 
espresso for large, steamed milk & a layer of foam on top. 
The classic milk & espresso drink

AMARO MONTENEGRO (1.5OZ)

OUZO (1.5OZ)

AMARO NONINO (1.5OZ)

AMARO LUCANO (1.5OZ)

AMARO AMARA (1.5OZ)

BABATZIM TSIPOURO (1.5OZ)

MAVRODAPHNE (2OZ)
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